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Adventure Dr. Jekyll 2005 Suzuki
GSXR 750 TKC 80 - $3300 (Dublin)
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2005 Suzuki GSXR 750 which can either be a swift
transportation on the street or a forestry exploratory
vehicle.
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Many modifications:
+60mm cables + extended braided brake lines to allow
Speigler LSL handlebar kit. MUCH more comfortable.
Also have clip ons.
Currently it has TKC80 tires at both ends, but street
tires are included and rear street tire is on second rim
for easy swap.
Pelican Case is attached to second pillion pad. Original
Pillon pad is in a good shape.
Second front fairing is included and lowers are
included (some rash from previous owner).
Have shorty Akrapovic exhaust (very loud, so went
back to stock).
Have a skid plate that is not installed.
Quite a few extra parts.
Fork seals and fork oil were changed/replaced in 2017.
Frame sliders installed in various places to protect from
any tip overs.
Bike has been on the Trans America Trail (North
Carolina and TN).
I would give it a grade of "C" for rough forestry and
mountain roads. It could get a "B-" if you played
around with the suspension and made a couple of
minor changes. Very light for an adventure bike.
I needed an adventure steed to stay with some Africa
Twins on forestry roads and this was OK. Everyone
had a lot of looks when it got parked.

Runs great. New O-ring chain in 2017. Tires and
Adventure conversion was in 2017.
Bad: Low fuel light is not working, so pay attention to
fuel level.
Fuel tank is dinged and some of the bodywork has rash.
Reason for selling is that I have other toys to drive.
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2005 suzuki gsxr 750
condition: good
engine displacement (CC): 749
fuel: gas
title status: clean
transmission: manual
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